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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Hadyan Enterprise is an SME from the food service industry. It comprises one

independent store without any chain and it operates on sole proprietorship. It is founded by

one owner with five employees that are being distributed equally into different essential

departments. The store is located in Johor Bahru, Johor. As a beginning, this business will

only be focusing on developing and marketing one product which is Hadyan Travel Pack.

This business is exceptional because of several value propositions that we can offer

such as our special product. This product is a unique dish because it combines Middle Eastern

and Javanese cuisine together. This is because this dish consists of Arabic Rice eaten with

Kambing Ungkep (braised lamb). Arabic Rice originated in the Middle Eastern, while

Kambing Ungkep is from Java, Indonesia. However, we found a formula to create a single

dish from the cuisines which has led us to pioneer in the menu development. This menu can

hardly be found anywhere else, be it locally or internationally. Besides pioneering in the

menu and becoming the only business in the country that serves the product, Hadyan

Enterprise has a huge potential to grow into a more developed business in Johor as most of

Johor populations are from Javanese ethnic. This allows us to receive a big exposure from the

local community because they are already familiar with the braised lamb dish as it is their

culture’s cuisine. Not less than that, the uncommon combination of menu will attract more

customers to our business because they would be interested to taste the unique dish by

themselves.

Nonetheless, despite the potential exposure, we are still conducting several marketing

strategies by advertising it through various channels such as SEO, Shopee, Facebook,

Instagram and Whatsapp Business. Besides that, we are also expanding our business through

Cash on Delivery (COD) and e-hailing companies such as FoodPanda and GrabFood. Besides

all of the e-marketing that we carry out, we have also analyzed the customer segmentations

for our business and we came to a conclusion that our main target markets are the locals,

foreigners and the travellers as well as the backpackers. Not less than that, in growing out a

new business, we have to create a strong bond between us and our customers. Hence,

customer relationships are very important to be developed. Thus, we prioritise our customer’s

satisfaction by providing free delivery to houses that are located 2-6 kilometres from our

store as well as carrying out a customer loyalty program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 COMPANY BACKGROUND

Name of Company Hadyan Enterprise

Nature of Business Sole Proprietorship

Industry Profile Food Service Industry

Location of the Business Taman Mount Austin, 81100, Johor Bahru, Johor

(Shop lot)

Date of Proposing BMC 6th of July 2021

Factors in Selecting the

Proposal Business

● Offers a unique and rare product

● Pioneering in the menu innovation

● Demographic segmentation

Future Prospect of the

Business

● To open more branches in Malaysia

● To enter international market

Table 1.0 shows the details of Hadyan Enterprise’s company background
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